Let k ě 2 be an integer. Given a uniform function f -one that satisfies }f } U pkq ă 8, there is an associated anti-uniform function g -one that satisfied }g}Ů pkq . The question is, can one approximate g with the Gowers-Host-Kra dual function D k f of f ? Moreover, given the generalized cubic convolution products D k pfα : α PṼ k q, what sorts of algebras can they form? In short, this paper explores possible structures of anti-uniformity on Euclidean spaces.
Introduction
This exposition's main aim is not to prove one central result, but to produce a series of discoveries around a main theme: to understand the anti-uniform functions and the related cubic convolution products as well as algebraic structures that can be formed from them. The anti-uniform structures here are taken from the Gowers-Host-Kra structures ( [3] , [5] , [7] , [6] , [12] ). As the Gowers-Host-Kra structure is a complicated structure that needs some build-ups before making any coherent statement, an impatient reader can skip to the next sections first before going back to this section for definition. The main results are in Section 4 and Section 5. See also the Acknowledgement below for more initial motivation of this project.
In this exposition, k ě 2 and all the functions involved are nonnegative, except for in this initial setup, where structures are defined for general real-valued functions and for in Section 5, where algebras of functions are considered. Here f h pxq " f px`hq. It's well-known that for k ě 2, }¨} Upkq is a proper norm and that }f } Up2q " }f } 4 ; see [5] , [12] . It's also known that for every k ě 1, there exist Apk, dq " Apkq and p k " 2 k {pk`1q such that }f } Upkq ď Apkq}f } p k .
(
1.2)
A noninductive definition of the kth Gowers-Host-Kra norm can be given as follows. Let V k " t0, 1u k (V stands for "vertices"). Let h " ph 1 ,¨¨¨, h k q P pR d q bk . If α " pα 1 ,¨¨¨, α k q P V k then α¨ h :" α 1 h 1`¨¨¨`αk h k .
Then one can confirm that for k ě 2 (see [5] , [12] ), 1.1 is the same as,
The integral apparatus on the RHS of 1.3 can be generalized for measurable f α , α P V k , that are not necessarily the same, as follows,
Temporarily name this the kth Gowers inner product of pf α : α P V k q.
Some properties of p k , Apkq that are worth noticing, are:
• p k ě 1 for all k ě 1 and p k Ò 8 as k Ò 8.
• Apkq ď 1 for all k ě 1 (and for all dimensions d); Apkq's are increasing starting with k ě 3.
There are more interesting properties of p k and Apkq relating to the exponents and the optimal constants involved in the sharp Young's inequality. See [5] , [12] . One more useful knowledge is, [12] ,
Cauchy-Schwarz-Gowers inequality:
If f α " f for all α P V k then the first inequality of 1.5 becomes 1.1 and the second becomes 1.2.
Dual functions as cubic convolution product: LetṼ k " V k zt 0u. Define the kth Gowers-Host-Kra dual function of f as,
It's clear that D k f pxq is continuous if f is locally integrable. There is a concept of generalized cubic convolution product of pf α : α PṼ k q,
Note that for every t P R,
The exponents: There are main Lebesgue integration exponents used here, p k , q k , s k . The first has been mentioned above and the latter two will be later when the need comes. It's worth to give their definitions again in a central place, however. Let k ě 2 be an integer, then
In other words, s k is the Hölder's conjugate of p k .
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Caution
Since an integral that defines a Gowers-Host-Kra structure typically involves integration over R pk`1qd or R kd , writing down such integral in a neat manner is quite a challenge. The author adopts the convention that, often, only one integral sign is written down, and the indication of the integration variables will be given. For example, ş¨¨¨d td h, where t, h P R M , indicates an integration over R MˆRM .
With all the constants having been introduced, in what follows, the implicit calculated constants are only dependent on the index k and the dimension d.
Cubic convolution product
If β P V k then one understands the notation pβ, δq as indicating a member of V k`1 that begins in β and ends in δ P t0, 1u.
k . One has the following domination,
Proof: The proof is based on induction on k. Let k " 2. Then α " t01, 10, 11u if α PṼ 2 , and,
Denote gpx`¨q " g x p¨q andgpxq " gp´xq. Then
where the first and last inequalities follow from Hölder's and Young's convolution inequalities, respectively. Now assume 2.1 is true for some k ě 2. If α PṼ k`1 then α " pβ, 1q, pβ, 0q, p 0, 1q for some β PṼ k . Then,
Integrating this last integral expression first in t P R k , we can use the induction hypothesis to obtain,
The second inequality above follows from Hölder's inequality with the exponent r satisfying q k`1p 2 k´1 q¨1 r " 1. Now
Applying Young's convolution inequality one more time to the last norm above, one has,
, which is the desired exponent q k`1 . Putting all these back together, we obtain 2.1 for the case of k`1,
This concludes the induction step.
Recall that 1.2 says, }f } Upkq À }f } p k , which means one can consider the space L p k to be endowed with the uniform norm U pkq. Denote this space, Upkq " pL p k , }¨} Upkq q. Then its dual space can be considered as subspace of L s k with s k " p1´p´1 k q´1 " 2 k 2 k´k´1 . Denote the dual space as U˚pkq. Call this dual space the kth anti-uniform space, and the functions in this space, the kth anti-uniform functions. The }¨}Ů pkq is given by duality -call it the kth anti-uniform norm. More specifically, g P U˚pkq if g P L s k and if
Then }g}Ů pkq is defined to be this supremum value. Note that in the supremum above, it's enough to consider only those f P L p k such that }f } Upkq " 1. For suppose that there is an optimizer f such that }g}Ů pkq ": C " xg, f y and δ " }f } Upkq ă 1. Then }f {δ} Upkq " 1 and xg, f {δy " pδq´1xg, f y ą C, which gives a contradiction. It's also easy to see that for f P Upkq and g P U˚pkq
Now if g P U˚pkq then g P L s k . Take f P L p k such that }f } p k " 1 and }g} s k " xg, f y. Then }g}Ů pkq ě xg, f y " }g} s k .
However, 2.2 gives a better inequality, since if }f } p k " 1 then }f } Upkq ď Apkq by 1.2, hence,
3 Anti-uniform functions
On the other hand, from 1.3 and 2.2
Upkq . This and 3.1 yield Now supposeK Č B, then there exists h P B but h RK. That means }h}Ů pkq ď 1 but h RK. By the Hahn-Banach separation theorem (see [1] ), that means there exists f P L p k such that 1. xf, gy ď 1 for every g PK, yet, 2. xf, hy ą 1. Upkq xD k f, f y " xD k F, f y ď 1, which is a contradiction to the mentioned consequence of the second property. Proof: Fix such a k and δ ą 0. For f P L p k , definẽ Then from duality, this dual norm is equivalent to }¨} s k . That means, pL p k ,~¨~q˚" pL s k ,~¨~˚q.
Approximation results for anti-uniform functions
Since~f~ě }f } Upkq , by a simple argument as with the one used in 2.3, one has that~g~˚ď }g}Ů pkq .
Fix g with }g}Ů pkq " 1 and let C "~g~˚ď }g}Ů pkq ď 1. Let G " C´1g so that~G~˚" 1. The last expression of 4.6 is obtained through simple expansion, changing of integration variables and collecting like-terms. The notation optq means a collection of terms whose absolute value is at most optq, which satisfies lim tÑ0 optq{t " 0. On the other hand, one has
Now 4.7 follows from that p k " 2 k k`1 and the Taylor expansion of T ptq " }F`tφ} 2 k p k at t " 0. Then 4.3, 4.6, 4.7 altogether give,
which when raised to the power 1{2 k -and keeping in mind 4.5 -gives F`tφ~" 1`txD l f 1 , φy`δ 2 k`1 t}F } 2 k´1 p k xF p k´1 , φy`optq. Since this holds for every φ P L p k , by duality, one has,
Now }F } Upkq ď 1 and }F } p k ď 1{δ, since }F } Upkq ď 1 and C ď 1, and
which are all the requirements of 4.1, 4.2.
Corollary 5. Let k ě 2 be an integer. Let φ be such that }φ} p k ď 1 }φ} Upkq " θ ą 0. Then there exists a function f such that }f } p k ď 1 and xD k f, φy ą pθ{2q 2 k . (4.9)
Proof: Given such h, there exists g with }g}Ů pkq " 1 and xg, φy ą θ. From Theorem 4, for every δ ą 0, one has, g " D k F`H with }F } p k ď 1{δ and }H} s k ď δ. That means xH, φy ď }φ} p k }H} s k ď δ and xD k F, φy ą θ´δ. Let f " δF and take δ " θ{2, one arrives at 4.9.
The associated algebras
In this section, functions are allowed to have negative values.
A similar argument as in 3.1 (or use 1.5) gives that, if g " D k pf α : α PṼ k q with f α P L p k , then,
Follow from this and Lemma 1, there are two algebras associated with the cubic convolution product functions.
The algebra Apkq
Definition 6. Let k ě 2 be an integer. Define Kpkq to be the convex hull of
Lemma 7. If f α P L q k , α PṼ k , then D k pf α : α PṼ k qpxq is a continuous function.
Proof: If f α " f for all α PṼ k then D k pf α : α PṼ k qpxq " D k f pxq is a continuous function. More generally, by switching x to y one by one, one has,
Here e 1 " p1, 0,¨¨¨, 0q, 1 " p1, 1,¨¨¨, 1q P t0, 1u k . Define new functions g β,γ based on translations of f α in order to utilize 2.1 -here, α, β, γ PṼ k . For instance, for the first factor of the first term on the RHS of 5.1, one can define g e1,e1 pzq " f e1 pzq´f y´x e1 pzq, then g e1,e1 px`h 1 q " f e1 px`h 1 qf e1 py`h 1 q. With these new g β,γ , by 2.1, the LHS of 5.1 is then dominated by,
For each of the products on the RHS of 5.2, only one factor in it takes the form }f γ p¨q´f y´x γ p¨q} q k , for some γ PṼ k ; each of the remaining factors is equal to }f α } q k . The conclusion then follows from the continuity of L q k norms with respect to translation.
A consequence of Lemma 7 and 2.1 is that, Kpkq is contained in the closed unit ball of continuous functions with respect to the uniform norm -in fact, each function of Kpkq belongs to the Banach algebra of bounded continuous functions with the uniform norm. Much like that the continuous functions form an algebra C, one can also form an algebra out of Kpkq. LetKpkq denote the closure of Kpkq in pC, }¨} 8 q and let Apkq be the linear subspace spanned byKpkq endowed with the norm }¨} Apkq such thatKpkq is the unit ball of Apkq. More precisely, if g PKpkq is the limit of a non-constant sequence in Kpkq under the uniform norm, then }g} Apkq " 1. Indeed, if g P Apkq XKpkq such that }g} Apkq " 1, then from 2.1 and the definition ofKpkq, }g} 8 ď 1 " }g} Apkq . The general statement then follows from the definition of Apkq.
Let g n be a sequence in Apkq such that sup n }g n } Apkq ă 8 and that g n converges uniformly to some g P C. Then g P Apkq and }g} Apkq ď sup n }g n } Apkq ă 8. This fact also follows from the definition of Apkq.
Now let h n P Apkq such that ř n }h n } Apkq ă 8. From 5.3, ř n h n converges uniformly to some h " }¨}8 ř n h n . Moreover, h P Apkq with }h} Apkq ď ř n }h n } Apkq by the observation above. It's easily seen that }h´ř N n"1 h n } Apkq ď ř nąN }h n } Apkq Ñ 0 as N Ñ 8.
Theorem 9. Apkq is a Banach algebra. Proof: One must show that if g 1 , g 2 P Apkq then so is g 1 g 2 and }g 1 g 2 } Apkq ď }g 1 } Apkq }g 2 } Apkq . By density, 2.1 and the definition of Apkq, it's enough to show that, if g i " D k pf i α : α PṼ k q with f i α P S and }f i α } q k ď 1, i " 1, 2, then g 1 g 2 P Apkq and }g 1 g 2 } Apkq ď 1. Now,
with u " t´ h. Abstract way the dependence on x for notational convenience. Integrating the last integral expression in 5.4 first in terms of u and second in terms of h -and utilizing 2.1 step by step -one has
The constant involved in the last inequality of 5.5 are multiples of the constants in sharp Young's inequality (see the proof of Lemma 1) which are all less than 1. Hence,
Since f 1 α , f 2 α P S, a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 7 gives that g 1 g 2 is a continuous function. Then 5.6 gives that g 1 g 2 belongs to the Banach algebra of bounded continuous functions with the uniform norm. Now by definition, and by density, g 1 is approximated in the uniform norm by a sequence of the form tD k pf 1,m α : α PṼ k qu m and g 2 by tD k pf 2,n α : α PṼ k qu n , with f 1,m α , f 2,n α P S. Then g 1 g 2 is approximated in the uniform norm by tD k pf 1,l α : α PṼ k q¨D k pf 2,l α : α PṼ k qu l . Each term in the mentioned sequence has a form similarly to the last expression of 5.4:
By the Schwartz nature, one can approximate this last integral expression by a Stieljes sum,
where λ i ą 0 and ř i λ i " 1 and C is a normalized constant (Cλ i " |∆ i |, the discretization area units). Again, by the Schwartz nature, w l α P L q k X L p k . Summarizing all of this, one has that for some small δ,
which means ř N i"1 λ i D k pw l α : α PṼ k q P p1`δqK, following from definition. That means g 1 g 2 is approximated in the uniform norm by a function in p1`δqK for every δ. Let δ Ñ 0, one concludes that g 1 g 2 PK. Then }g 1 g 2 } Apkq ď 1.
The algebra Fpkq
In the light of Theorem 4, suppose instead of Kpkq, one considers Lpkq that is the convex hull of tD k pf α : α PṼ k q : f α P L q k X L p k and ź αPṼ k }f α } q k ď 1u.
Then Lemma 7 and 2.1 still hold. Then similarly, letLpkq denote the closure of Lpkq in pC, }¨} 8 q and let Fpkq be the linear subspace spanned byLpkq endowed with the norm }¨} Fpkq such that Kpkq is the unit ball of Fpkq. An analogous version of Lemma 8 and its proof holds for the case of Fpkq:
Lemma 10. pFpkq, }¨} Fpkis a Banach space.
Since the proof of Theorem 9 uses approximation by Schwartz functions, it's still carried over to the context of Fpkq.
Theorem 11. Fpkq is a Banach algebra.
As the matter of fact, the reason to consider functions in L p k X L q k in the definition of Fpkq is the following.
Let gpxq " D k pf α : α PṼ k qpxq with f α P L p k X L q k . Follow the same argument as in 3.1 (or use 1.5) and utilize 2.1, one can deduce g P L r , s k ď r ď 8, and in particular, such g belongs to the Banach algebra of continuous, bounded functions that vanish at infinity. Moreover,
It's easily seen that p k 's are increasing as k Ò 8. If k ě 3 then p k ě 2, hence 1 ď s k ď 2. From the boundedness of Fourier transform on L r , 1 ď r ď 2, one has
When k " 3, p k " 2 and 5.7 becomes, }ĝ} 2 À ś αPṼ k }f α } 2 . Using density, 5.7 can be extended to functions g " D k pf α : α PṼ k q with f α P L q k , k ě 3:
Remarks
As the Brascamp-Lieb-type inequalities have a strong connection to geometric functional analysis on Euclidean spaces, see [2] , [3] , [4] , [10] , [9] , [11] , the author hopes that this initial exploration sets up a longer investigation into the world of the anti-uniform spaces in the future and their geometric implications.
